COLLECTION REQUEST
For empty packaging and IBCs assigned for reuse

1. Customer Information
Company Name

Customer’s Reference Number

Pickup Address

BTW number
Opening Hours for Collection

Invoice Address

Contact Person
Telephone
Email

Janus Vaten B.V.

NCG Benelux B.V.

Energieweg 1
NL: 4906 CG Oosterhout
T: +31 (0) 162 450 915
Email: inkoop@janusvaten.nl

Industrieweg 25
NL: 4906 CD Oosterhout
T: +31 (0) 162 43 15 33
Email: inkoop@janusvaten.nl

2. Number of units non dangerous and dangerous according to ADR regulations
IBC
1000 L

Plastic Drums
200 L

Steel Drums

Other
Packaging

number of items

number of items

number of items

number of items

Remarks

Empty packaging / Empty container
Products not classified
Empty packaging, with residues of 3, 6.1, 8, 9
Dangerous goods ADR

3. The customer declares that provided classification data is
correct and packaging units meet the following requirements:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Units are empty Packaging is considered empty when this has been
carefully emptied in a manner appropriate to the packaging, where the
best possible available techniques are used such as pouring, pumping,
aspirating, scraping, shaking or a combination of several techniques.
Depending on the nature of the residual product that are present, the
packaging can beconsidered to be drip-free, free of trickles or spatula
clean.
Units are free from outside contamination and hermetically closed
Not damaged and reusable
Meet ADR provisions if substances are classified (UN approved)
Filler, filling good and filling good classification clearly indicated, all
markings are intact
No product other than indicated had been filled into the packaging
MSDS are available and will be submitted on request
If the packaging contains residual products that can cause problems
during cleaning in terms of nuisance caused by odour, reactivity (ADR
5.1 & 5.2), the presence of poison, or if it contains residual products
that are generally problematic for the environment, then in consultation
with the reconditioner/collector, the packaging can if necessary be
delivered pre-cleaned. A sticker stating “pre-cleaned”, or a different
symbol which shows that pre-cleaning did indeed take place, has to
be stuck to this packaging. The delivery note must also state that the
packaging has been pre-cleaned.
Packaging that contained products with GHS-classification H200-H203,
H300-301, H310-311, H330-331, H240-241, H340, H350, H360-361, H370,
H372 have to be professional disposed at cost of customer
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All packaging will be assessed by qualified personnel by entry at Janus
Vaten / NCG location. Any preassessment by the driver is tentative and
non-binding. If the packaging do not meet the conditions set out above,
Janus Vaten / NCG reserves right to:
1.
2.
3.

Rejecting the pickup
Charging diposal costs for professional disposal of unusable packaging
or residues to the customer.
Charging incremental freight expenses for pickups where the number of
packaging does not match the number in the request

I agree to the terms and conditions set out above
Date:
Signature:

Please send the completed and signed form to inkoop@janusvaten.nl

